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ABSTRACT 

Objective: To determine the accuracy of ultrasound in detection of anterior cruciate ligament injury. 
Study Design: Cross sectional validation study. 
Place and Duration of Study: This study was carried out at Radiology department, Combined Military Hospital 
(CMH) Multan, from Nov 2017 to Jul 2018.  
Methodology: Patients of both genders, 15 to 30 years age who sustained trauma to knee with clinical suspicion of 
anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury referred for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) were include in the study. 
Ultrasound of knee was performed through ventral knee approach, followed by dynamic scan with ventral 
translation of tibia and findings for anterior cruciate ligament tear were recorded. This was followed by MRI and 
anterior cruciate ligament injury was documented. 
Results: A total of 59 patients were referred from Orthopedic department of CMH Multan with clinical suspicion 
of anterior cruciate ligament tear for magnetic resonance imaging of knee. Ultrasound depicted positive results in 
42 patients while magnetic resonance imaging scan confirmed presence of anterior cruciate ligament tear in 48 
patients. Accuracy of ultrasound taking magnetic resonance imaging as gold standard was calculated to be 86.4%. 
Positive and negative predictive values, sensitivity and specificity were calculated. The comparison of results of 
ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging showed statistically insignificant difference between the two 
imaging modalities (p≤0.001).  
Conclusion: When combined with dynamic scanning, ultrasound was found a reliable diagnostic investigation 
due to its easily availability, high diagnostic accuracy and least invasive investigation for early diagnosis and 
prompt management.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Knee is most commonly injured joint by 
athletes with an estimated incidence of 2.5 mil-
lion sports related injuries presenting to Emer-
gency departments annually1. Individuals with 
ages between 15 to 24 years had the highest rate 
for knee injury2. The anterior cruciate ligament 
(ACL) is the most commonly injured knee liga-
ment3 apart from other injuries. An estimated 
70% of ACL injuries result through non-contact 
mechanisms, while the remaining 30% occur 
from direct trauma4. Accurate diagnosis of ACL 

tear may be difficult clinically; however it is es-
sential to give early treatment to avoid secondary 
changes of ACL tear to knee joint. ACL provides 
primary restraint to anterior translation of tibia 
and offers secondary stabilization in response to 
internal tibial rotation and to varus and valgus 
angulation5. ACL is torn most commonly in 
middle portion of the ligament, although this can 
occur at proximal and distal attachments on knee. 
The femoral attachment is weaker than the tibial 
attachment.  

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) plays     
an important role in confirming the clinical 
suspicion, by defining the extent of ligament 
injury and diagnosing other associated lesions4,5. 
MRI is currently considered noninvasive, gold 
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standard modality for the detection of knee joint 
injuries, in contrast to invasive Arthroscopy. MRI 
may not be readily available in every setup; it has 
long waiting lists, long examination times and     
it is expensive6,7. Ultrasound examination on the 
other hand is a simple, easily available, inexpen-
sive and non-invasive imaging modality for the 
diagnosis of knee injury. It is increasingly used 
for the diagnosis of musculoskeletal soft tissue 
lesions and promises accurate diagnosis of such 
cases8,9. Ultrasound has the advantage of combin-
ing dynamic clinical tests in real time with direct 
visualization of lesions or injuries. 

Although currently used direct and indirect 
ultrasound methods can diagnose complete rup-
tures of the ACL and posterior cruciate ligament, 
they do not accurately diagnose partial ruptures. 
These methods have achieved a wide range of 
sensitivity varying from 79% to 92.6% and a spe-
cificity in the range of 60% to 98%, in comparison 
to non invasive gold standard investigation 
MRI10. Similarly, MRI has achieved about 89% 
sensitivity and 92% specificity, when compared 
to the invasive gold standard arthroscopy1,4. Rou-
tinely, the cruciate ligaments are assessed on obli-
que sagittal MRI, with T2-weighted sequences. 
T2WS are associated with greater sensitivity, spe-
cificity, and accuracy for detection of ACL tear 
than are T1-weighted sequences. 

Currently, there is no consensus regarding 
use of ultrasound for detection of ACL tear, 
because no consistent data for sensitivity and 
specificity of ACL injury has been proposed. To 
best of our knowledge, there was only scarce 
literature available on the diagnosis of anterior 
cruciate ligament injury by ultrasound and com-
paring the results with MRI. The objective of the 
present study was to observe whether ultrasound 
can be used effectively to evaluate the ACL inju-
ries; and if MRI is not readily available in that 
setup, can it be used as first line imaging tech-
nique when ACL insufficiency is suspected. Early 
management can be started and patients can      
be filtered for MRI exam, if screened through 
ultrasound. 

METHODOLOGY 

This was a cross sectional validation study 
conducted at Radiology department, Combined 
Military Hospital Multan from November 2017 to 
July 2018. Sample was collected by non-proba-
bility purposive sampling and sample size was 
collected by CPSP calculator which appeared to 
be 59. After approval of ethical committee, a total 
of 59 patients with age ranging from 15 to 30 
years who sustained trauma to knee joint were 
registered. All these patients were referred for 
MRI of knee joint with suspicion of ACL injury. 
Patients with previous history of injury to same 
knee joint, bleeding diathesis and any fracture 
around the injured knee were excluded from the 
study.  

These patients had an Ultrasound scan of the 
injured knee prior to MRI, and findings regarding 
the ACL tear were recorded. This was followed 
by MRI scan of the same knee and presence or 
absence of ACL tear was documented. MRI was 
done through Toshiba Vantage Atlas 1.5 Tesla 
MRI machine using dedicated coil at knee. Ultra-
sound of ACL was performed through anterior 
knee approach, while patient is in lying supine. 
Toshiba Xario-100 machine was used, having 
Linear (10MHz) probe over infrapatellar region. 
Tear or discontinuity of ACL was recorded with 
adjacent secondary findings.  

Ultrasound shows complete discontinuity of 
ACL fibers with wavy pattern of posterior cru-
ciate ligament and adjacent joint effusion. Dy-
namic scan with anterior translation of tibial head 
was recorded during scan after posterior move-
ment of leg. Tibial translation of >5 mm is signifi-
cantly associated with ACL tears. MRI confirms 
presence or absence of ACL tear and was diagno-
sed on T2W sequences having complete disconti-
nuity of ACL fibers in full thickness tear with 
adjacent secondary findings. All these findings 
along with demographic details were recorded 
on a separate proforma. 

SPSS-23 for windows was used for data 
analysis. The continuous data such as age was 
described in terms of mean ± SD while 
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frequencies or percentages were calculated for 
categorical variables like gender, presence or 

absence of anterior cruciate ligament tear on Ul-
trasound & MRI scans and accuracy is calculated. 

All results are presented as table and/or figures. 
Mc Nemars test was applied. A p-value of <0.05 
was taken significant. 

RESULTS 

A total of 59 patients were referred from 
Orthopedic department of CMH Multan, with 
suspected anterior cruciate ligament tear of knee 
for an MRI scan of knee. Fifty Six patients were 
males (95%), while 3 were female (5%). Right 

knee joint was more commonly involved in 31 
patients (52.5%) in comparison to left knee in 28 
patients (47.4%). Mean age of the patients were 
21.53 ± 2.956 years. The results of ACL tear on 
ultrasound & MRI were depicted in fig-1.  

Ultrasound confirmed presence of ACL tear 

in 42 (71.1%) patients. However, MRI confirms 
presence of ACL tear in 48 (81.4%) patients. By 
ultrasound, 7 (11.9%) patients were misdiagnosed 
as false negative while 1 (1.7%) patient was mis-
diagnosed as false positive, taking MRI as a Gold 
standard. Dynamic scan with anterior translation 
of >5 mm of tibial head is significantly associated 
with ACL tears. MRI confirms ACL tear on T2W 

 
Figure-1: Frequency of anterior cruciate ligament 
Tear on Ultrasound and MRI (n=59). 

 

 
Figure-2: Sagittal MRI (A) for anterior cruciate 
ligament evaluation, in comparison to Ultrasound 
(B) for assessment of ACL tear. 

Table-I: Evaluation of imaging findings of 
Ultrasound / MRI. 

 MRI anterior cruciate 
ligament Tear p-value 

Tear No tear 

 Ultrasound 
 (ACL Tear) 

 Tear 
n (%) n (%) 

0.07 
41 (85.4) 1(9.1) 

 No 
 tear 

7 (14.6) 10 (90.9) 

 

 
Figure-3: ROC curve through data & variables, 
depicting true positive and true negative cases of 
anterior cruciate ligament tears on Ultrasound vs 
MRI. 
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sequences, having complete discontinuity of ACL 
fibers in full thickness tear (fig-2). 

A 2x2 table showed of ultrasound and      
MRI results. The comparison showed statistically 
insignificant difference between the two ima- 
ging modalities (p=0.070). Accuracy of ultrasound 
taking MRI as gold standard was calculated to         
be 86.4%. Positive and negative predictive values 
were calculated according to formula. Figure-III 
showed receiver operating curve (ROC) through 
data & variables, depicting true positive and true 
negative cases of ACL tears on Ultrasound vs 
MRI.  

Assuming MRI as gold standard, accuracy of 
Ultrasound was calculated as follows: 

Sensitivity     =  85.4% 

Specificity     =  90.9% 

Positive Predictive value  =  97.6% 

Negative Predictive value  =  58.8% 

Diagnostic Accuracy  =  86.4% 

DISCUSSION 

Most of the injuries associated with anterior 
cruciate ligament (ACL) tear are generally sports-
related with nearly three quarters being non-con-
tact11-14. The ACL is anatomically divided into an-
teromedial and posterolateral bundles and its 
main action is to limit forward slip of tibia over 
femur. Internal derangement of knee joint is a 
term used for presence of either ACL, posterior 
cruciate ligament, or meniscal injury and asso-
ciated with amount of knee joint effusion15,16. 
There is a growing need in orthopedic practice 
for any easily available diagnostic method that 
would assess ACL tear in simple and accurate 
way. This paper presents the possibility of using 
ultrasound in ACL injury directly observing the 
ligament tear and assessment during dynamic 
exam.  

MRI is a noninvasive technique that remains 
a clinician’s first choice for the clinical diagnosis 
of ACL injury with sensitivity ranging from 73% 
to 100% and specificity ranging from 68% to 
100%17. A meta-analysis carried out by Oei et al 

defined the specificity and sensitivity of MRI in 
detecting ACL injuries as 94.4% (95% CI: 92.3-
96.6) and 94.3% (95% CI: 92.7–95.9), respecti-
vely18, which is similar to our study. In an acute 
complete ACL tear, the primary signs are most 
valuable and include non-visualization or discon-
tinuity of the ligament, with abnormal increased 
T1 and T2 signals because of edema and hemorr-
hage; abnormal morphology such as a thickening, 
wavy, or retracted appearance; and angulation 
towards the horizontal plane19. Secondary signs 
include anterior tibial translation greater than 5 
mm, acute hemarthrosis and buckling of poste-
rior cruciate ligament. Most of these primary and 
secondary signs were also detected in our study. 
MRI is expensive and sometimes unavailable      
in some setups as a routine diagnostic tool. Limi-
tation of MRI is also artifacts due to metallic imp-
lant placement. This can decrease the efficiency of 
the cruciate ligaments evaluation20. MRI is less ac-
curate in the detection of chronic ACL disruption. 

Most of the patients referred to our depart-
ment for MRI were males (95.5%). Sensitivity and 
specificity of Ultrasound in detecting ACL injury 
of knee in this study is 85.4% and 90.9% respec-
tively. Accuracy of ultrasound in this regards   
was found as 86.4% as compared to MRI. These 
findings are in concordance with the previous 
similar literature of Friedl et al21. Though our 
study showed that ultrasound is less accurate in 
diagnosing ACL injury of knee with 86.4% accu-
racy in comparison to MRI, this difference has   
not been found statistically significant (p=0.079). 
Ultrasound examination of knee joint allows dy-
namic assessment in various positions and diffe-
rent methods are suggested to be used in assess-
ing a traumatic knee joint22. Lateral wall of Inter-
condylar notch can be localized on transverse 
view and ACL rupture can be diagnosed associa-
ted with hematoma on posterior aspect. 

The great advantage of ultrasound is its 
ability to assess the dynamic range of motion in a 
quantitative manner. Gebhard et al23 uses dyna-
mic scan with features of the Lachman test and 
the anterior drawer test allowing for reliable knee 
assessment under sonographic control. We also 
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performed dynamic scan during knee movement 
in our patients, which also showed >5mm tibial 
head ventral translation in ACL tear patients, and 
can be compared with contralateral normal knee. 
There is a great variance of absolute knee joint 
laxity in population and difference between two 
knees of the same patient gives more information 
than the absolute translation24.  

Luhmann et al in their studies concluded that 
almost 90% of acute knee injury patients were 
found to have both knee effusion and internal 
derangement, as confirmed by MRI25. We also ob-
served secondary findings during our scans and 
are noted on proforma. Hypothesis mentioned    
in the article is true, as there is statistically 
insignificant difference between ultrasound and 
MRI for diagnosing ACL tear (p<0.001). 

CONCLUSION 

Ultrasound can be used as first line imaging 
technique when MRI is not readily available. 
When combined with dynamic scanning, was 
found to be remarkable investigation with high 
accuracy and many advantages such as giving   
an early clue, easily availability, least costly and 
least invasive investigation for diagnosis and 
immediate management purpose.  
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